When diabetes mellitus is detected in the human subject, one of the patient's first questions will concern the cause of the disease. While there is no satisfactory answer, most certainly heredity will be mentioned as one of the major factors. Yet, it is quite difficult to conduct an objective study into the heredity of diabetes in man, because adequate records of the incidence of the disease in the era prior to the discovery of insulin are scarce. Only forty some years have passed since the introduction of insulin, a time not producing a sufficient number of generations to perform meaningful studies on the hereditary occurrence of diabetes. In domestic animals diabetes does occur spontaneously, but it is so rare — 1 in 1000 — that any kind of systematic study over several generations is impossible.

In order to study the disease, scientists have tried for a long time to produce diabetes experimentally by various means in animals. The experimentally produced diabetes does not closely resemble spontaneous human diabetes. Consequently there has been a great need for an animal species, which would not only develop spontaneously diabetes but where the disease would be hereditary and present itself with the same symptoms as in man.

In recent years, this dream of a spontaneously diabetic animal was ful-
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filled in a little rodent, Cricetulus griseus, the Chinese or Striped-Back Hamster. This animal was introduced as a potential laboratory rodent for cytogenetic studies because of its low chromosome number. In addition it was found that the cheek pouch of the hamster was a very good site for tissue transplants. For these reasons scientists at the Childrens Cancer Research Foundation in Boston domesticated a wild Chinese hamster species brought from the vicinity of Peizing, China.

The Chinese hamster is a small animal with brownish grey fur and a longitudinal dark stripe on its back. It weighs about 0.5 g when born, and about 40 g when mature. Its normal life span is 30 to 48 months. In nature, the Chinese hamster lives alone throughout its life-time; only during mating-time and when competing for food does the animal get in contact with other hamsters. The females from the same litter reach sexual maturity sooner than the males, this prevents in nature any brothersister mating. As many other rodents, the hamsters are bedding down during the day-time and become active and lively at night-time. When brought into the laboratory, the Chinese hamster proves to be a very neat, clean and odorless animal. It feeds on customary laboratory chow with an occasional addition of bits of juicy vegetables like potatoes, carrots etc.

In order to overcome experimental variability and get a better acceptance of tissue transplants, the scientists were inbreeding the animals. During this phase of domestication and inbreeding a genetic mutation manifested itself as spontaneous hereditary diabetes mellitus. This was first observed in the 3rd-4th brothersister generation: some of the animals were putting out large quantities of peculiarly smelling urine, their cages were all the time wet and